
Expectations
for 2023
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67%

50%

65%

60%
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Challenges when implementing
ESG policies: 

Interested
Fintech
Areas: 

ESG Strategy:

Investment growth
in the next 3 years: 

Threats
to growth

Investment Managers'
Outlook Survey

To understand the industry leaders’ outlook 
for the year ahead and to get the pulse on 
the ground in terms of the key challenges 
and concerns, developments and growth 
areas as well as strategies and 
differentiators for future-proofing 
readiness. 

ISMA has conducted the survey
annually since 2016.

Inflation remains stuck at high levels
(US PCE above 3%)

The world economy enters a recession
(Global growth + 1.2%)

China’s growth recovers
(China GDP 5.5% or above)

End of 2023 Market Calls 

48%

52%

70%

A stronger
Singapore dollar vs USD:
USD/SGD – 48% voted weaker
(-5% to -10%) from current (1.37*)

A stronger
Chinese yuan vs USD: 
USD/CNY – 43% voted weaker
(-5% to -10%) from current (7.19*)

Oil prices:
41% voted broadly
unchanged (83.89*) 

JPMorgan Asian Credit Index: 
52% voted stronger, with yield
dropping 50 to 100bps from
7.15%*

MSCI Asian Ex Japan: 
70% voted stronger, rising 10%
to 20% from current of 599*

56%
56% voted Peak Fed Funds
to reach between 5% to
5.25% for 2023

*Data as of 28 November 2022

Developments
With most
business impact: 

87%
Economic
uncertainty
keeps investors
from investing
their cash

68%
Poor
investment
returns in 2023

60%
Further
margin erosion

Increasing regulatory
obligations and rising

operational costs

Building and
retaining

talent pools Rise of
alternative investments

A further increase in Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) investments

Increase in demand for
innovative products

Growth of Millennials
as investors

68% 45% 45%

Strategies: 37%
ESG or Impact-
focused

32%
Alternatives

25%
Income Strategies

25%
Private Markets 

Differentiators:

Expected Removal of China Restrictive Covid Policies 

58% end of Q1 2023 36% end of Q2 2023 4% end of 2023

ESG integration into
existing strategies

50%
New launch of best-in-
class/impact strategies

46%

37%
Aligning to ESG

regulations

33%
Expanding/putting in
place dedicated ESG
investments and/or

research teams 

27%
Improving ESG

disclosures

62% 
Developing business lines

around sustainable finance/ESG

56% 
Incorporating new

asset classes 

44% 
Regional

Expansion

ESG datasets and tools,
impact to the investment

process, transparency
and reporting 

1.82 

Advanced analytics,
machine learning and
artificial intelligence

1.93 3.26 

Digital assets, decentralized
finance, tokenization and
other blockchain-enabled

innovations

Alternative
trading systems

3.40

Likely areas in investment management to be
disrupted by technology in next 5 years 

62%
Lack of Data
Standardization58%

Multitude of
ESG standards38%

Changing
Regulations

Lower the figure, the more important to the firm (i.e. most often ranked as 1)

2.29 
Fund Operations

2.70
Middle Office

3.19
Trading

43%

41%

Lower the figure, the more important to the firm (i.e. most often ranked as 1)


